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low alloy
tubular electrodes

These outstanding wires
deliver exceptional welding
characteristics such as:

loW alloY

Select-Arc, Inc. offers over 50
premium flux cored and metal
cored low alloy provides welding
electrode products. From bridge
construction to oil exploration
equipment, pressure vessels
to chemical plants, mining
equipment to submarines (and
so many others), Select-Arc low
alloy electrodes are designed to
meet your designated welding
application.

carbon steel

Arcos Delivers Solutions
to High Nickel Alloy
Welding Challenges.

tHe stanDarD oF excellence In:

• Excellent CVN toughness
• Smooth, stable arc transfer
with minimal spatter
• High deposition rates
• Slag that removes easily

For more information on
Select-Arc low alloy electrodes,
call us at 1-800-341-5215
or visit our website at
www.select-arc.com.

Discover for yourself how Arcos high nickel alloy electrodes
can help you solve your critical welding problems. Call us today
at 800-233-8460 or visit our website at www.arcos.us.

HarDsUrFacInG

Arcos Industries, LLC offers over 30 high nickel alloy electrode products to handle the wide
variety of critical welding applications that you face each day. Our reputation for excellent
quality and superb service ensures that you can rely on Arcos to provide you with the best in
bare wire, covered and tubular high nickel alloy welding electrodes.

nIcKel alloYs

And, of course, all Select-Arc low
alloy electrodes are backed by the
finest in value-added support and
our renowned customer service.

staInless steel

• Superb bead profile

Editor’s Letter

BUMPER
CROP
For someone like me, immersed in words
on a daily basis, I couldn’t help but look
up the etymology behind the word
“harvest.” I was also raised in Iowa, the
land of the rolling prairie, the tall corn
state, where harvest season is just as
anticipated as the holidays.
Fairly unsurprisingly, the word harvest
finds its roots in Old English and originally
referred to “the time of gathering crops.”
In fact, until the 1600s, the word harvest
was preferred over the word “autumn.”
With agriculture as our key industry for
this month’s issue, my mind wandered
to images of amber waves of grain
and – also unsurprisingly – farming
equipment the size of a small house. As
a young girl, I never put much thought
into the manufacture of the tractors that
cruised down the main drag of my small
hometown. Today, however, I can’t help
but think of the manufacturing prowess
that’s required to build those farming
vehicles that are essential to the harvest
year after year.

Abbe Miller
Editor-in-Chief
amiller@techgenmedia.com

As readers will learn in this issue’s cover
article, found on page 11, the production of
agriculture equipment comes with its fair
share of challenges. Speaking specifically
of the welding process, about 75 percent of
agriculture equipment involves 1/2-in.- to
1-in.-thick plates of mild steel, and welding
that heavy plate isn’t easy.
To learn how agriculture equipment
manufacturers overcome the hurdle of
welding thick plate, check out the article.
Our editor spoke with the some of the
biggest names in welding to learn how
their products solve the problems of
joining thick material and more.
Beyond the cover article, this issue holds
a bumper crop of methods to improve a
welding operation. Take it from this Iowa
girl – there’s a lot of information to harvest
and a lot of productivity to gain. Enjoy!

Welding Productivity is a registered trademark of Techgen Media
Group. We publish monthly. All rights reserved under the U.S.,
International and Pan-American Copywrite Conventions. No part
of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means such as mechanical,
photocopying, electronic recording or otherwise, without the
prior written permission of Techgen Media Group. Contact us at
732.995.6072 for permission. Produced in the U.S.
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sophisticated welding processes that offer
flexibility and high productivity
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NEWS & PEOPLE
LINCOLN ELECTRIC AWARDED FUNDING
The Lincoln Electric Co. is part of a team that received $1 million in funding
through America Makes, the National Additive Manufacturing Innovation
Institute, in conjunction with the National Center for Defense Manufacturing
and Machining, for pursuing its patented laser hot wire technology for additive
manufacturing. The team also includes: Caterpillar, EWI, GKN Aerospace, IPG
Photonics, ITAMCO, Oak Ridge National Lab, United Technologies Corp. and
University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Together, the team will use the funding to
build on an existing, alpha-generation CAD-to-path robotic software tool to test
and refine it for commercial release.

PFERD APPOINTS VP OF SALES
Pferd Inc. appointed Jon-Michael Raymond
vice president, sales. In this position, Raymond
will manage the company’s U.S. sales force
responsible for the welding, industrial
and STAFDA channels. Prior to
joining Pferd, Raymond was manager, private
brand and retail, U.S. and Canada for Osborn
Manufacturing. He also has held several
positions with Saint-Gobain Norton.

COLDWATER MACHINE AND YASKAWA MOTOMAN PARTNER
Coldwater Machine Co. entered into a strategic partner agreement with
Yaskawa Motoman. The Ascend16 Program enhances Coldwater’s existing
Motoman Strategic Partner agreement by providing priority sales and technical
support to Coldwater when integrating Yaskawa Motoman robots into its
automation solutions. The partnership also provides opportunities for software
access and customized technical training.

GM USES MAGNEGAS FUEL IN TRIALS
MagneGas Corp. is now supplying General
Motors with its MagneGas fuel. MagneGas converts
liquid-based materials into hydrogen-based fuel,
removing acetylene from the process. GM is trialing
the fuel in maintenance and metalworking activities
at its Grand Blanc Weld and Tool Center in Flint,
Mich. GM chose the fuel for its environmental, health
and safety benefits because it found the fuel cut cleaner and faster and is more
cost-effective than acetylene.
SEPTEMBER 2016
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AWS RELEASES NEW TECHNICAL STANDARDS
The American Welding Society released two new technical standards. AWS
D16.1:2004 (R2016), Specification for Robotic Arc Welding Safety, includes minor
editorial changes to the 2014 standard. It establishes safety requirements with
respect to the design, manufacture, maintenance and operation of arc welding
robot systems. AWS C2.20/C2.20M:2016, Specification for Thermal Spraying Zinc
Anodes on Steel Reinforced Concrete, covers the application of zinc thermal spray
coatings to steel reinforced concrete, using arc and flame spray equipment. It
includes information on job descriptions, safety, equipment, surface preparation,
thermal spraying and quality control.

ESAB ANNOUNCES PARTNERSHIP WITH AGT ROBOTICS
ESAB Welding and Cutting Products announced AGT Robotics as its first North
American automation partner in its Integrator Partnership Program. Under the
arrangement, ESAB will provide AGT Robotics with access to ESAB’s technical,
sales, marketing and distribution resources, as well as preferred pricing on
equipment. AGT Robotics provides the ability to offer turnkey automated
welding and cutting systems, as well as service and support throughout Canada
and the United States.

NEWS & PEOPLE
FABTECH HOSTS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Fabtech 2016 will host
several educational programs
with notable speakers presenting on
a variety of industry topics. The
lineup is comprised of more than 100
sessions, addressing the needs of
attendees with basic, intermediate and
advanced skill levels. The sessions are
divided into cutting, lasers, finishing, forming and fabricating, lean, welding,
management strategies, job shop solutions, stamping, automation, additive
manufacturing and workforce development. The show takes place Nov. 16 to
18 at the Las Vegas Convention Center.

ROCKFORD SYSTEMS APPOINTS CEO
Rockford Systems LLC appointed Joe Nitiss as CEO. Capitalizing on his
experience with Fortune 500 companies, Nitiss aims to expand the company’s
market strategy, developing new and diverse consulting solutions to keep
customers compliant with stringent OSHA and ANSI machine safeguarding
regulations. In addition to products, Rockford Systems provides services such
as risk assessment, training, machine surveys and compliance validation to
promote a safer and healthier industrial workplace for employees.
To Submit Press Releases, Send Them to Abbe Miller at amiller@techgenmedia.com
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Another Exciting
Addition to the Techgen
Media Family
The premier edition of Tube and
Pipe Magazine will appear in the
October pre-Fabtech show issue of
all three magazines in the Techgen
family – Welding Productivity, Fab
Shop Magazine Direct and Shop
Floor Lasers – which will reach an
aggregate audience of 280,000
opt-in readers.
Because many of our readers
self-selected an interest in tube
and pipe fabricating, TPM puts
specific editorial emphasis on
this key area of metalworking,
highlighting critical developments
and strategies for those who
fabricate tube and pipe products.
It supplements our range of
manufacturing editorial, enhancing
our readership and giving your ad
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TPM

a better chance of being seen and
acted upon.
As is true with all of our
magazines, TPM will provide you
the chance to embed a video or a
direct link to your website in the
ad, multiplying your impact.
TPM is your opportunity to reach
out and impress prospects in your
market. The inaugural issue will
close Sept.1. Contact our sales
group to reserve your space.

For advertising
information, contact:
Alan Berg, Advertising Sales
phone: 732.995.6072
email: aberg@techgenmedia.com
Neil Kelly, Advertising Sales
phone: 610.584.5560
email: nkelly@techgenmedia.com

Announcing Tube and
Pipe Magazine

NEW PRODUCTS
SELECT-ARC’S ELECTRODE FOR LARGE STRUCTURAL
APPLICATIONS
Select-Arc Inc. released Select 550Ni, an all-position, flux-cored, gas-shielded
electrode for welding high-strength, low-alloy steels such as HY-80. Specifically
developed to maintain yield strength of 80 ksi and impact toughness at –76
degrees F, it produces minimal spatter emission on
CO2 shielding gas. The electrode is for applications
typically reserved for SMAW electrodes. Available
in a 0.045-in. diameter, it is for large structural
fabrication, including lifting equipment, jack-up
rigs, shipbuilding and other offshore applications.

LINCOLN ELECTRIC OFFERS NEW PLASMA CUTTING SYSTEM
The Lincoln Electric Co.’s Torchmate 4400|4800 CNC plasma cutting systems
produce cycle times 2.5 times faster than Torchmate’s previous system. The
Torchmate 4400 is a 4-ft.-by-4-ft. CNC plasma cutting table for small- and
medium-sized fabrication shops. The Torchmate 4800 is a 4-ft.-by-8-ft. table
with a larger cutting area that allows users to avoid additional shearing fees
from steel suppliers. The tables include an integrated, intuitive touch-screen
HMI with 27-part-shape library, industrial-grade user console with adjustable
mounting arm and proprietary motion control system.

ABB RELEASES ARC WELDING ROBOT
ABB Robotics introduces the IRB 1660ID, a compact robot for arc welding
and machine tending applications. The robot’s
Integrated DressPack design makes it easier
to program and simulate predictable cable
movements over standard robots with externally
routed cables. It features a rigid upper arm
with a reach of 1.55 m and a payload of 6 kg to
accommodate heavier weld torches. The combined
1,390 degree working range of 4, 5 and 6 axes
provides agility inside CNC machines.

HGG COMBINES TUBE CUTTING WITH AUTOMATION
HGG Group’s 3-D tube cutting line combines precision tube cutting with an
automated and custom designed in-feed/out-feed logistics system. The line
combines a pipe and 3-D tube and pipe cutting machine with an automated
fabrication line with multiple out-feed
stations, allowing fabricators to have
a fully automated pipe cutting shop
in a single machine. The line reduces
welding and fitting part preparation
time, eliminating the need for highly
skilled welders. Health and safety are
enhanced by the fume extracting
system using a closed cutting cell.

SEPTEMBER 2016
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GRIEVE’S WALK-IN OVEN FOR WELDMENTS
The Grieve Corp.’s No. 1037 is a 900-degree F, walk-in oven for holding
weldments at temperature before welding. Workspace dimensions measure
108 in. by 120 in. by 115 in. Incoloy-sheathed tubular heating elements are
300 kW, and a 30,000-cfm, 30-hp
recirculating blower provides front to
rear airflow to the workload. The oven
has 9-in. insulated walls and a 4-in.
insulated floor. It features aluminized
steel interior and exterior and inner and
outer door gaskets. Inner gasket seals
directly against the door plug and outer
gasket seals directly against the 3/8-in.
steel plate oven front.

ESAB EXPANDS INVERTER LINE
ESAB Welding and Cutting Products expanded its line of single-phase stick/TIG
and AC/DC TIG/stick inverters. The new ET 141i AC/DC inverter provides an AC
TIG output for welding aluminum and high-frequency, non-contact arc starts
for AC or DC TIG welding. The inverter uses 120-V primary power to provide an
AC/DC TIG output range of 10 to 140 amps. It is designed for first-time welders
who don’t want complex controls. The product features preset values for AC
output frequency and wave balance for light-duty welding.

NEW PRODUCTS
HOBART SIMPLIFIES WIRE AND FLUX SELECTION

Hobart released its new Submerged Arc Welding Guide, which features
eight wires and five fluxes capable of addressing the challenges of
carbon/non-alloyed steel welding applications.
The guide includes detailed information on the
company’s SubCor seamed and seamless cored
(composite) wires; SDX copper-coated solid wires;
and SWX, HA- and HN-agglomerated fluxes.
Designed to simplify the selection of wires and flux
for submerged arc welding, the guide provides
features and benefits of each Hobart wire and
recommendations for pairing the appropriate flux,
along with suggested operating parameters for
gaining optimal results.

MILLER EXPANDS WELDER FEATURES
Miller Electric Mfg. Co. released the new Big Blue
600 Air Pak welder/generator for field-based work
that requires single-operator power for welding,
carbon arc gouging, auxiliary power, or running an
air compressor to perform repair and maintenance
functions. The 600-amp welder/generator has
an EPA Tier 4 Final-compliant Deutz engine
and is for industrial applications, including rail,
mining, construction and fabrication. It can operate a full range of pneumatic
tools, supplying up to 60 cfm of air at 100 psi with a 100 percent duty cycle.
SEPTEMBER 2016
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW REVERSE PART NUMBER LOOKUP FUNCTION
Bernard and Tregaskiss offer a reverse part number lookup function for the
semi-automatic and robotic MIG gun online configurators that allow users to
customize a MIG gun. Reverse lookup information is available for products
including the BTB semi-automatic MIG guns, clean air fume extraction guns,
and Tough Gun CA3 and TA3 robotic MIG guns. The new function provides users
with the complete replacement parts list – from power pin to contact tip – for
previously configured MIG guns, based on the existing part number.

FIPA CREATES TOOLING FOR ROBOTIC AUTOMATION
Fipa Inc. has created custom end-of-arm-tooling (EOAT) for advanced
robotic automation systems. Designed for Fanuc America, the 15-lb.
EOAT solution extends the range of parts its robots can handle and helps
maximize efficiency. The
tooling features four flat
vacuum cups for handling of
oily metal sheets, a heavyduty ejector for process
reliability and a carbon fiber
frame that provides good
strength-to-weight ratio. The
cups are well suited for use
in auto body and vehicle
construction.

MIG BUDDY WELDING GUN HOLSTER
The MiG Buddy welding gun holster, which debuted at Fabtech last November,
is for holding MIG welding guns. It acts like a third hand for the welder, keeping
the gun always ready. The holster provides easy docking and retrieval while
protecting the gun from everyday damage. The MiG Buddy comes with a
universal mount that allows it to be mounted in a variety of ways and includes a
magnetic base for easy mobility. The MiG Buddy is available through Airgas and
Fastenal, along with a number of regional distributors.
To Submit Press Releases, Send Them to Abbe Miller at amiller@techgenmedia.com
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HARVESTING
R E S U LT S
by Jimmy Myers, senior editor

Agriculture equipment manufacturers require
sophisticated welding processes that offer
flexibility and high productivity

M

anufacturers producing large
agriculture equipment, such as
combines, planters and tractors,
face a number of challenges,
particularly because of the broad range of
steel thicknesses used to manufacture their
products. Thanks to smart features on welding
equipment, however, manufacturers have the
tools they need to increase productivity and
quality, control distortion and create efficiencies
otherwise unattainable.

The Lincoln Power Wave S500
is an advanced process welder
that can do constant voltage
welding, pulse welding and a
variety of advanced welding
processes, making it a go-to for
welding related to the agriculture
equipment industry.

Keith Sheffer, global business director for heavy
fabrication at The Lincoln Electric Co., says
a number of new welding technologies are
geared for agriculture and heavy equipment
manufacturers. The introduction of new
innovations continues to increase every year.
“Never before has the pace of innovation been
this great,” Sheffer says. “I’ve been in the business
for more than 30 years. I’ve seen more innovation
in the last 10 years than in the last 30 and it’s
going to continue to grow.”
Understanding and effectively implementing
these technologies is critical for big, well-known
agriculture equipment manufacturers competing
in a global market.
SEPTEMBER 2016
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Large agriculture equipment manufacturers producing tractors, harvest combines
and forage harvesters like those shown above face welding challenges, some
due to the broad range of steel thicknesses used in their products.

“Global competition is tough,” Sheffer
explains. “You have to take advantage
of the welding technology that’s out
there. Great technology is out there
and success in the global market boils
down to who is engaged and who is
embracing it.”

DIFFERENT INDUSTRY,
DIFFERENT EQUIPMENT

“The repeatability
and the quality aspect
is a driving factor.
People are far more
demanding today than
ever before.”
Keith Sheffer, global business director – heavy
fabrication, The Lincoln Electric Co.

There are some similarities in the
way welding processes are used in
the automotive industry and the
agriculture equipment industry,
especially in the construction of
SEPTEMBER 2016
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the cabs on combines and tractors
where materials differ little from the
cabs of an average sedan. However,
an assembly line at an automotive
manufacturer can include a couple
hundred robotic resistance welders
that help spit out a car every 45
seconds. By contrast, manufacturers of
agriculture equipment have welds that
can take hours to complete. Because
the amount of welding is far greater,
welding becomes a critical component
in the manufacturing process from a
productivity standpoint.
Furthermore, about 75 percent of
agriculture equipment involves 1/2in.- to 1-in.-thick plates of mild steel.
John Smith, applications and training
manager at Miller Electric Mfg. Co., says
heavy plate welding isn’t simple.
For instance, thick metal has “memory,”
meaning anytime it is bent, the
material bounces back to a certain
extent, and the rate at which it returns
differs per batch of material. Smith
says one batch bent at 30 degrees
might come back at 25 degrees while
the next batch might come back at 27
degrees. The thinner material used in

automobile manufacturing doesn’t
respond in such a random way.
Lincoln’s Sheffer says one of the unique
aspects of the agriculture industry
is the range and combination of
material thicknesses it welds. Welding
thin to thin, thin to thick and thick
to thick materials creates challenges
for the operators and demands on
the performance of the equipment.
This is one of the primary reasons so
many manufacturers in the agriculture
business embrace new welding
technologies that provide them with
more flexibility and control of the
welding process.
Perhaps the most popular piece of
equipment coming out of Lincoln for
the agriculture industry is the Power
Wave S500 – an advanced process
welder that is a digital inverter power
source with the ability to do constant
voltage welding, pulse welding and a
variety of advanced welding processes
such as Rapid Arc and Rapid X. Sheffer
says the S500 has the ability to handle
all of the thickness combinations
well. With the use of processes such
as RapidX (a special modified pulse

Welders in the agriculture equipment industry need flexible
machines that give them the option to work with materials
with varying degrees of thickness.
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tracked for proper weld alignment.
Given the man-hours spent on these
long welds and the expense of the
material being welded, keeping
mistakes at a minimum is critical.
Manufacturers are accomplishing this
through advanced technology.
“The Power Wave technology also can
play a big role in reducing distortion
due to welding,” Sheffer says. “On a
number of agriculture products, such
as combines, controlling distortion
is very important for downstream
manufacturing and assembly and it
can affect the overall appearance of
the finished product.”

Miller’s Insight Core software gives welders step-by-step instructions,
ensuring that a weld is never missed and that it is of the proper weld quality.

process with a very short arc length), operators can weld faster with less
spatter. Faster travel speed translates to higher productivity rates.
Another major issue unique to agriculture manufacturers is distortion.
The welding times on thick plates drag on for many hours, and the
heating and cooling of the plates results in distortion, which must be

Miller’s Continuum series of power
sources, which is among the newest
products at Miller, is also popular
with the agriculture industry, as is the
Auto-Axess 675 because they feature
advanced processes for automation
applications.
A third issue in the agriculture industry
that differs from the automotive
industry is the type of labor required.
Miller’s Smith says, by way of example,
that in the auto industry, you can

take a guy off the street and run him
through eight hours of training on
a MIG welder and put him to work.
Agriculture manufacturers bring in
welders with experience and then put
them through six to eight weeks of
training before they set them loose on
a part.
“It’s certainly a liability issue,” chimes in
Ross Buckley, global account manager
at Miller. “If there is a weld fail out in
the field that causes damage or injury,
that’s a huge, huge issue. So, it’s not
only about the scrap cost, it’s also
about liability.”

THE FUTURE IS
INTELLIGENCE
Miller and Lincoln agriculture
customers are investing heavily in
smarter technology that has practically
become standard in welding processes.
Buckley says they are using Miller’s
Welding Intelligence for two reasons:
production monitoring and quality
monitoring. This electronic weld
data monitoring software falls in line
with Industry 4.0 and the “Internet of
Things,” which are more than simple
catchphrases today.
SEPTEMBER 2016
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Buckley says the software helps
provide insights into what is
happening at each welding station,
allowing plant managers to see what’s
happening on the floor overall. For
instance, the Insight Core software
is included in the Continuum line of
power sources and allows managers to
see factors such as how efficient their
operators are, what the typical arc time
is and the reason for downtime.
“If you ask a typical supervisor how
much time the operators spend
welding,” Buckley says, “a lot of them
will say between 30 and 50 percent. In
reality, it’s less than 20 percent.”

Miller’s Continuum
series of power
sources is a favorite
of the agriculture
equipment industry
for its flexibility
in working
with different

This is information that they
now know because the software
tracks everything.
Miller also has Insight Centerpoint,
which is an active management
system that offers real-time quality
monitoring and is also available
in the Continuum line. It tells the
operator where to put the weld,
makes sure there is proper gas flow,
puts limits on voltage and wire speed
amperage and tracks the length of
the weld. If something goes wrong
with the welding equipment, the
software sends a text message or
email to the appropriate people.

“If you ask a typical
supervisor how much
time the operators
spend welding, a lot of
them will say between
30 and 50 percent. In
reality, it’s less than
20 percent.”
Ross Buckley, global account manager, Miller
Electric Mfg. Co.

welding processes.
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“It tells the operator instantly whether
it’s a good weld or a bad weld,”
Buckley says. “It’s great for new
welders in training, but it’s also great
for quality management.”
Miller can retrofit Insight Core
to most older Miller power sources
already in the field and can
add Insight Centerpoint to nearly
any power source, including
competitive equipment.
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IN SEQUENCE
Lincoln, says Sheffer, is also on the
forefront of intelligent technology
used in welding applications. The
Power Wave S500 is equipped with a
suite of powerful embedded software
tools that optimize the procedures
for every weld, resulting in greater
productivity, quality and consistency.
One software option that has
been particularly popular with the
agriculture industry is Lincoln’s Weld
Sequencer system, which provides
an interactive video monitor display,
providing a pictorial interface to
the operator with instructions for
every weld. Proper procedures, weld

size, weld length and visual weld
locations required for each weld
are programmed and presented
to the operator. This removes any
guesswork on optimal procedure
setting or required weld locations.
Running in the background, a
productivity metric monitor logs
each and every weld, including
welding and non-welding time for
the overall cycle time required for
each part. Finally, the technology
includes a weld quality metric that
ensures the weld has been properly
laid down.
“It’s checking the quality of the
operator’s weld and comparing it
to a known and acceptable quality
standard,” Sheffer notes of the quality
component of the technology. “More
importantly, it’s checking all the
weld performance characteristics
in the welding machine. It’s looking
at the welding process while it’s
being performed. It’s looking at the
behavior of the welding machine
during the welding process to ensure
the resulting weld is representative
of a defined quality standard.”
SEPTEMBER 2016
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Sheffer says agriculture manufacturers
commonly design parts that consist of
many short stitch welds, which can be
easy to miss, especially if there are 100
or more per part.
“If an operator forgets to do just a
few welds,” Sheffer says, “that’s a big
problem –especially if this error is
found after paint. The Weld Sequencer
has been a really good tool for helping
operators who don’t have the training,
but it also ensures that they aren’t
forgetting or missing a weld. For
this reason alone, this technology
is becoming very popular in the
agriculture industry.”

MANUAL VS. ROBOTIC
Miller’s Buckley says the trend is to
move toward automation, yet the
robots are not likely to take over in
agriculture manufacturing anytime
soon. He estimates the agriculture
industry is around 80 percent manual
to 20 percent automated robot.
Miller has developed Insight Core software to offer valuable
insights into day-to-day production. The analytics involved
are the basis for fact-based decisions for improvement.

“If you actually look at the number of
stations,” Buckley says, “I think you’ll see
80 percent manual.”
Miller’s Smith agrees with that
estimate, adding that manual welders
will always be needed because “there

are welds that simply can’t be done
with a robot.”
According to Lincoln’s Sheffer,
agriculture manufacturers are doing
everything they can to put their major
fabrications under a robot, and for
many reasons, including the lack of
skilled laborers and the time it takes to
train the ones they are able to attract
into the industry. However, the biggest
driver for manufacturers to adopt
automated processes is to increase
productivity and quality and reduce
overall manufacturing costs.
“It is all about removing variability and
controlling the welding environment
both in manual and automated welding
applications,” Sheffer explains. “The
combined use of advanced welding
technologies and automation is an
effective way to compete in this global
market. Actually, it is the only effective
way to keep a competitive lead. The
repeatability and the quality aspect is
a driving factor. People are far more
demanding today than ever before.”

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO.
MILLER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
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SAWING 4.0
Manufacturers benefit from smart
sawing, smart saw design

Pat Mooney Sells
A Lot More Than Saws.
We Sell Four Generations Of Successful Partnerships.

Innovation Makes the Difference

Innovative Starrett
technologies.
Manufacturers, builders and craftsmen worldwide have depended upon saws
and precision tools from the L.S. Starrett Company to ensure the consistent
quality of their manufacturing processes.
The Starrett name on saw blades means exceptional quality, innovative products
and expert technical assistance. With strict quality control, state-of-the-art
equipment and an ongoing commitment to producing products with superior
quality, the Starrett line continue to be the most accurate, robust and durable
saws available.

Trusted partnerships

We have established trusted partnerships with all our Customers, Suppliers
and Distributors. Our satisfaction rate is one of the highest in the industry.

Four generations of quality and service

For four generations Pat Mooney has provided uncompromising product quality,
technical and part replacement service, and over all expertise in saw technology.

Expanded facilities

We have recently expanded, tripling our warehouse and technical support
facilities. We can better provide you the saws, service and solutions you require.
With Pat Mooney Saws you are not only getting the perfect cut, you are getting
the perfect partner and answers to your evolving needs.

starrett.com

Innovation Rules

Visit us at IMTS, booth # N 7429
PAT MOONEY SAWS
patmooneysaws.com | 800.323.7503 | email: sales@patmooneysaws.com
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SAWING 4.0
How a bandsaw company’s Industry
4.0 solution delivers big data
by Jimmy Myers, senior editor

the machinery to a datacenter where
it is archived and finally to an interface
where it can be analyzed.

E

very technological sea change
seems to beckon a unique
moniker. Taking a page
from the various computer
operating systems, most of which are
followed by a number and a decimal
(think Apple’s latest OS X 10.11),
industry insiders are championing the
latest tech trend as “Industry 4.0.”
If the third industrial revolution
involved the switch to computers and
automated production, the fourth
then is taking that digital focus a step
further into constant connectivity.
Of course, this too has its own
catchphrase and acronym: the Internet
of Things (IoT). IoT pushes the concept
of the Internet from connectivity
based on web browsers to utilizing the
Internet for networking machinery,
allowing data to flow from sensors on

IoT is almost synonymous with “cyberphysical systems,” or CPS. IoT and
CPS share a basic architecture, the
foundation of which involves big
data that is gathered to gain insights.
Among the more promising perks of
Industry 4.0, therefore, is that the more
data gathered about how production
machines operate, the “smarter” the
system becomes.
For example, with IoT systems placed
on bandsaws, sensors monitor just
about every aspect of the saw’s
operation, from the down force
to RPMs to harmonics and motor
temperature. As the saw operator cuts
a particular material with a specific
blade, the data shows how many cuts
can be made before the blade fails. As
more and more manufacturers upload
their data to the cloud, operators can
simply punch in the information about
the material they’re cutting and blade
they’re using and get an estimate of
how many cuts they can expect before
the blade fails.

“Bandsawing tends to be the
least thought of part of the
manufacturing process. Yet it’s
the very start of the process, so
it really affects the downstream
productivity of your facility.”
Michael Finklea, director of sales and
marketing at Cosen Saws
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CPS has been covered loosely in
science fiction. The more paranoid
among us might first think of the
Terminator movies where the
artificial intelligence system, Skynet,
becomes self-aware and triggers a
war of machines against humans. CPS
involves cybernetics and mechatronic
design for what is often referred to
as embedded systems, and there is
an aspect of the system becoming
“smarter” the more it is used. However,
as Michael Finklea, director of sales
and marketing with Cosen Saws,
puts it, Industry 4.0 is really about
data and math and has nothing to do
with science fiction-based doomsday
scenarios.

inventories. It has, therefore, become
critical to maximize the percentage
of up time and limit downtime.
Mechalogix allows operators to create
alerts in real time that can be sent to
any device connected to the Internet.
“What’s going on with the machine?
What’s it doing?” Finklea says operators
ask themselves these types of
questions on a regular basis. Today,
however, they have answers. They can
tap into their Mechalogix account to
see how the machinery is operating .

MECHALOGIX COMES ABOUT

“The data reveals how productive
your machine actually is,” he says. “If
your machine only operated for 10
hours out of the last 24 hours – why is
that? And the reasons for that can be
garnered from Mechalogix. It helps you
get the maximum productivity out of
each machine.”

In October 2015, Cosen introduced its
first Industry 4.0 offering – Mechalogix,
a system that relays data about
how a machine is operating. Finklea
explains that the driving force behind
Mechalogix is that many industries are
focusing on lean manufacturing, justin-time manufacturing and shrinking

Mechalogix is a cooperative venture
with the University of Cincinnati, Cosen
and the Taiwanese government. Jay
Lee, Ph.D., an expert in predictive
analysis, spearheads the research at
the University of Cincinnati’s Center for
Intelligent Maintenance Systems

“It’s about information that allows you
to be proactive,” Finklea says.

Mechalogix – Cosen Saws’ new system
that relays data about how a machine
is operating – is available on the
company’s mid-level bandsaw, the
G320. It also comes standard on the
company’s higher end bandsaws, such
as the CNC430 shown here.
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The G320 bandsaw is a good fit for smallto mid-sized companies that want to be
connected to “big data” and the latest
technology that provides the insights they
need for better productivity.

“The machine is running and you’re making
cuts – how long is that blade going to last?
In the past, it was a guess. Mechalogix
allows you to see physical data and know
what is actually going on.”
Michael Finklea, director of sales and
marketing at Cosen Saws

(IMS). The IMS center, according to its
website, is internationally known as
the front-runner in predictive analytics
and big data modeling for industrial
systems and life cycle performance.
Since they began researching and
developing Mechalogix, Finklea says
they’ve brought to life components
that weren’t yet invented –
miniaturized and refined sensors
– and introduced new options to
the solution, including the ability to
incorporate the data into enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems.
September 2016
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“Basically,” Finklea says, “this is a longterm study performed over two years.
We cut material on our machines at
the IMS center in Taiwan and here in
Charlotte, N.C., and they developed a
model that allows us to give blade life
predictions. The machine is running
and you’re making cuts – how long is
that blade going to last? In the past,
it was a guess. Mechalogix allows you
to see physical data and know what is
actually going on.”
Knowing when a blade is going to fail
is important, especially for operators
making cuts on large pieces of
material. If the blade fails mid-cut, it
could damage the material, which has
to be scrapped, and it could damage
the machine.
“Bandsawing tends to be the least
thought of part of the manufacturing
process,” Finklea says. “Yet it’s the very
start of the process, so it really affects
the downstream productivity of your
facility. All the other machines are
sitting there waiting because your guy
broke a blade and can’t make parts
quick enough. If you know what’s

going to happen with your blade, you
can be proactive and change a blade
and have minimal downtime.”

Watch Cosen Saws’ CNC430 Intelligent CNC Performance bandsaw as it cuts through
7.87-in. round 304 stainless steel stock at 20 sq. in. per min.

CYBER SECURITY
Mechalogix uses the cloud to archive
all the data coming from Cosen’s
bandsaws equipped with the
solution. That’s one of many benefits
to users – they can rely on the data
gathered by others to discover how
long their blades will last. Fortunately,
however, users don’t have to worry
about prying eyes for a couple of
reasons. First, the data captured,
which is used to allow the system to
become more “knowledgeable,” is not
identifiable by source. The second
security aspect to consider is that
the data is only numbers – not trade
secrets.
“The data that is coming from the
machines is going to your account,”
Finklea advises. “Once it goes to your
account, the only people that can see
it are you and those you give access
to. It’s just raw numbers, not sensitive
information about what you’re
building and how you’re building it.”

Regardless of these assurances, Finklea
says, “technology scares people,” which
means there will be pushback from
companies that are unaware of security
protocols in cloud-based solutions.
Bigger companies, Finklea notes, are
very much pro-big data. For smaller
companies, however, “you have to really
prove to them the importance of this
data and how it can help them.”

Finklea says they’re using servers with
the most advanced security available.
However, some companies, like those
working on military contracts, are
prohibited from connecting to the
outside at all and have to rely on
internal systems. Cosen hasn’t yet
completed a closed-loop, on-site
system, but they have clients that
require it, so it’s in the works.
September 2016
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Knowing when a blade is going to fail is
important, especially for operators making
cuts on large pieces of material. If the
blade fails mid-cut, it could damage the
material, which has to be scrapped, and it
could damage the machine.
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THE PINNACLE OF CUTTING PERFORMANCE

ASK HOW WE CAN CUT
YOUR COSTS BY UP TO 30%

COSEN BAND SAW
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40 Years of
Manufacturing Excellence
USA Machine and
Parts Inventory

Local Service

(888) 720-5731

G320 SmartSaw

Fast ROI

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE:

www.cosensaws.com

INTRODUCING SMART SAWS
Mechalogix comes standard on Cosen’s
higher end bandsaws, such as the
CNC430 and the CNC530. However,
in an effort to reach out to smaller
production facilities and introduce
a little piece of Industry 4.0 to them,
Cosen is now offering Mechalogix on
its mid-level machine, the G320, which
when equipped with Mechalogix
becomes the G320 Smart Saw.
“The concept is to try to bring
it down to mid- and small-sized
manufacturing,” Finklea explains. “They
may not be thinking about big data
right now, but we want to familiarize
them with the concept. The G320 is still
a very affordable machine.”
Finklea says they’ve made hundreds
of thousands, if not a million, inches
of cuts to develop the predictive
model. One facility in Taiwan that
works with expensive, exotic alloys
was chosen to test Mechalogix. They
were able to increase blade usage by
122 percent, which Finklea admits is a
“ridiculous” number, due mostly to the
facility’s decision to change blades so
frequently before using Mechalogix.

However, putting trust in the
predictive tools in Mechalogix, they
went from cutting 5,000 in. of material
per blade to 12,000 in.
Mechalogix can be monitored
through a smartphone application
that works on Android devices and on
iPhones. Finklea says if a manager of a
production facility notices a bottleneck
in the operation, they simply pull out
their phone, open the app and see
exactly what the machines are doing
(or not doing), and address the
issue immediately.
“This is really starting to be a big deal,”
Finklea says. “Industry 4.0 is really
going to start coming in pretty hard.
There are more and more European
companies getting a footprint
here. And again, there are more
organizations now that require big
data to help justify their existence, help
them determine how they’re doing
something right and how they’re
doing it wrong.”

COSEN SAWS
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BYPASSING BANDS

A new vertical saw emerges to overcome
the challenges of cutting bundled material
by Jimmy Myers, senior editor

M

arvel Mfg. Co. Inc. has
always been on the
forefront of sawing
technology, producing
the first vertical tilt-frame saw in 1917.
The company has gone vertical again,
this time at the request of customers
that have for too long put up with
the snags that occur due to the metal
banding that holds bundled material,
stacked together wide and tall.

Marvel’s 600APC3.1 allows
long lengths
of banded
material to be
cut without
removing the
metal banding.

Ross Hartwig, national sales manager
for Marvel, says the Marvel Series
600A-PC3.1, which was featured at
last year’s Fabtech and went into beta
testing in May, is an automatic vertical
saw that helps reduce waste. This nonmitering bundle-cutting saw has an
easy load guide and built-in material
library and it comes with a servodriven bar feeder. The Programmable
Control 3.1 (PC3.1) is a productivity
reporting solution that is newly
upgraded with features that offer
insights into production.

develop from the ground up. The
target audience for the 600A is large
manufacturing and steel service
centers that cut bundled material.
Toddish says the goal of the project
was to reduce the cycle time between
cuts and leave less waste on the backside.
One way to reach that goal was to
address the metal banding that holds
bundled material together, such
as long lengths of square or round
tubing, which becomes caught on
just about anything on or near a
sawing table.
“That metal banding can create
problems,” Toddish says, “because it
gets hooked on equipment such as
the work table, the vices themselves,
the plates – anything that can catch
typically does.”

ADDRESSING AN ISSUE

Marvel sought to develop a saw
that would hold everything together
while maneuvering the bundle to the
cutting position with less shifting in
the bundle.

Garry Toddish, a sawing expert at
Marvel who served on the steering
group for the 600A that began
in October 2014, has watched it

The way most large manufacturing
and steel service centers cut bundled
material today is to feed the material
September 2016
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onto the work table, clamp it with vicelike jaws, cut loose the metal bands
holding the material together, move
the material into position, make the
cut and then re-band the material. It’s a
time-consuming process. Furthermore,
there is a great deal of shifting of the
material before it hits the blade, which
causes inefficient cutting and a lot of
unnecessary waste.
Marvel’s unique idea was to allow the
banding to remain and go through
the machine.
That put the wheels in motion, and the
decision was made to “open everything
up and drop the table down so the
banding doesn’t get hooked on
anything,” Toddish says. Therefore, the
team at Marvel developed a concept
that would retract the machine vices,
overhead clamps and table supports
to the point where the banding would
have nothing to catch on or get
hooked on.

THE BANDS PLAY ON
The Marvel team wanted to design a
saw that could take a 40-ft. bundle of

material and make clean cuts at the
front end and back end of the material.
“Certainly,” he explains, “we can cut at
the front end of the bundle, but how
do you get to the back end without
having to use extraordinary effort to
swing the bundle around and trim the
tail end?”
This is another reason to leave the
metal banding in place – it holds
everything together, allowing for
easier movement.
Another issue that arises when with
working with bundled material in the
traditional method is that once the
banding is removed and the material
is in the grips of the vice, there is still
a lot of jostling occurring during the
process of moving it to the cutting
area. The sheer weight of the material
and the oil that comes in contact with
it cause slippage, resulting in less
accurate cuts.
“Not only do we have vices that hold
the material side to side,” Toddish says,
further explaining Marvel’s concept,
“but we also have top clamps to pull
from the top down, again to help keep
that bundle secure.”

IN CONTROL
Despite Marvel’s success at preventing
slippage by leaving the metal banding
on, they also recognized the need for
more precise cuts to get closer to the
unattainable goal to “reduce remnants
to zero.” They accomplished this by
making improvements in the PC3,
which is now PC3.1.
The upgraded software makes
automated adjustments for any
slippage that may have occurred
before the material was put in cutting
position. This means it tells the bar
feeder how far it needs to travel to
provide more precise length of cuts.
The enhanced PC3 control – hence the
.1 addition – allows Marvel to integrate
production metrics into the saw, giving
insights into productivity per operator,
per shift and per blade. Furthermore,
the technology in the 600A tallies the
number of square inches of material
per cut and total number of
pieces processed.
“Cut time utilization,” Toddish says
refering to the technology. “A number
of different metrics are built into the
control that can be extracted for

The 600A uses a 2-in. blade,
manufactured under Marvel’s
Eagle Beak brand. The 20-ft.-long
blade is typically an industrystandard bi-metal (M42).
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This is another
reason to
leave the metal
banding in
place – it holds
everything
together,

allowing
for easier
movement.

Marvel has
designed
and built
metalcutting
saws for more
than 100 years.
Operating under
the belief that
“a saw is only as
good as its blade,”
the company
continues to
improve on its
Eagle Beak
blade brand.

analysis by the customer to see which
blades are working best, which shift is
most productive and if there are any
problems from point to point, material
to material.”

the blade,” he notes. “It just makes it
easier to line things up. If there is a
marked line that the operator is trying
to cut, it’s easier to see it as opposed to
working underneath the blade.”

Toddish notes exceedingly few
companies are producing a vertical
saw such as the 600A. He says the
biggest advantage to going vertical
with the blade configuration is that it’s
easier to lower into cutting position.

Clearly, the process of cutting bundled
material has been improved through
the launch of the 600A and its new
control. For service centers and large
manufacturers, they can rest assured
that they won’t be hitting any snags
going forward.

“You’re doing all the work in the front
of the blade as opposed to underneath

MARVEL MFG. CO INC.
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LANDMARK

DONATION

The donation
of a bandsaw
helps San
Francisco
volunteers
restore and
showcase
a WW2
submarine

by Joanna Wilcox, marketing manager, Hydmech

T

he USS Pampanito, a U.S.
Navy submarine that made six
patrols in the Pacific during
World War 2, is truly a national
treasure. During its patrols from 1944
to 1945, it sank six Imperial Japanese
ships and damaged four others. Its
successful missions – conducted far
below the surface of the ocean –
propelled it to later serve as a Naval
Reserve training ship from 1960 to
1971 as well as play a role in the
movie Down Periscope in 1995.

The restoration of the USS Pampanito, a
311-ft.-long submarine, requires a lot of
manpower, and it also requires specialized
metal fabricating equipment.

Today, the ship resides at San
Francisco’s Fisherman’s Wharf.
Following its years of service in various
roles, the ship was designated a
National Historic Landmark. But it was
also in need of restoration

Association who are helping to bring
the submarine back to pristine WW2era fighting condition.

FILLING A NEED
When restoring a treasured national
historic landmark, cutting corners is
never the goal. The absolute best tools
for the job are required – alongside a
dedicated crew to make it happen.
The Pampanito restoration crew is
made up of volunteers from the San
Francisco Maritime National Park

The USS Pampanito’s 30-year
restoration job required the work
of a multitude of volunteers and
various local machine shops.

The restoration of a more than 300-ft.long vessel requires a lot of manpower
as well as specialized metal fabricating
equipment. Thanks to the donation
of a crucial piece of equipment from
Hydmech, a metal bandsaw and cold
saw producer, the intrepid machine
shop crew has the tools to bring
history to life. That piece of equipment
is the VCS-20VSD bandsaw, a manual
vertical-column contour bandsaw with
a variable-speed drive. The bandsaw

features a 20-in. throat, a 13-in. work
height and a 2-hp motor. It utilizes
blades from 1/16 to 1 in. and can cut
a range of materials, from steel and
aluminum to wood and plastic.
Just days after delivery, the machinists
were operating the bandsaw to
make specialty items to reproduce
parts that would have been used on
the historic warship.

SHOP HELP
Over the course of the 30-year
restoration job, the volunteers often
faced challenges in borrowing time
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“[Hydmech] recognized our mission,
saw the importance of what we
were doing and went for it.”
Richard Pekelney, volunteer on the
USS Pampanito restoration crew
Hydmech
donated a
VCS-20VSD, a
manual verticalcolumn contour
bandsaw, to
help volunteers
restore the USS
Pampanito back
to pristine WW2era condition.
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“I got help from the first person who
answered the phone, and they helped
me find the exact person I needed
to ask – and it wasn’t a protracted
process,” he says. “They recognized our
mission, saw the importance of what
we were doing and went for it in just a
couple of days.”

SAWING
IS OUR
BUSINESS
Let Us Help
You With
Yours!

LASTING LEGACY

SEE US AT...

BOOTH C24047

Scotchman Industries oﬀers a complete line of Metal Fabricating Solutions • Call Toll Free 1-800-843-8844 or Call Direct 605-859-2542 • Website www.scotchman.com • Email info@scotchman.com

,
AMERICAS LARGEST & MOST DEPENDABLE MANUFACTURER OF FERROUS & NON-FERROUS CIRCULAR COLD SAWS.

from local machine shops, which
was a time-consuming process.
The Pampanito crew realized they
needed a dedicated, in-house
machine shop and set about
acquiring the equipment needed
to fill it.
“The saw was the critical piece to
it,” says Richard Pekelney, who has
volunteered since 1991 as part

of the restoration crew working in
the machine shop. “But we quickly
realized that the used saws locally
available were really beaten to death
because people just don’t give up a
good-quality saw.”
Not knowing anyone at Hydmech,
Pekelney was pleasantly surprised
at how quickly the donation
came together.

The submarine receives about 4,000
students a day, and 100,000 visitors
flock to the site annually for a totally
immersive educational experience.
The restoration project has passionate
people to get the vessel into shipshape condition.
The national landmark attracts those
who want to honor the people who
served their country in a time of war,
but also to have the unique experience
of being on a real submarine. Tours
through the restored USS Pampanito
do just that.
“Everything is real,” Pekelney says.
“Hydraulics, electronics, everything
is very physical and very real.
That inspires kids to ask how this
technology works and why.”

Pekelney couldn’t be prouder of the
achievements that the restoration
crew have made in bringing the
USS Pampanito back to its original
condition. And he also couldn’t
be more grateful to the team at
Hydmech, which in addition to
providing for the maritime industry,
also serves the aerospace and
automotive industries, steel
service centers, metal fabrication
shops and more.
“We really appreciate the incredible
generosity of Hydmech,” Pekelney
says. “It was a substantial donation
and we’re happy that Hydmech, a
producer of best-in-class saws, was
the one donating it. We got a saw
that’s going to last and last. It’s critical
for us.”

HYDMECH
SAN FRANCISCO MARITIME
NATIONAL PARK ASSOCIATION
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
BEHRINGER EXPANDS SERIES,
NAMES SALES MANAGER
Behringer Saws Inc. expanded its HBE Dynamic Series with the new
HBE-663A, a high-production hydraulic automatic horizontal bandsaw that
provides cutting on all materials, including
structural steels and high-tensile-strength solids.
The saw is suitable for a range of applications
from production cutting steel service centers
to metalworking job shops. The company also
announced Ken Bartelli as western regional sales
manager. Bartelli will be responsible for the sale
of bandsaws, circular cold saws and material
handling equipment in 11 western U.S. states. He
has more than 30 years’ experience.

DOALL INTRODUCES
NEW BANDSAWS
DoAll Sawing Products recently
released new bandsaw models,
including its Hercules automatic, dualcolumn CNC metalcutting bandsaws
primarily for vertical cuts and for
cutting solids, tubes and profile
material up to 28 in. in diameter. The
release also includes the company’s
StructurAll dual-column, dual-swivel
bandsaws for perpendicular- or
miter-cutting large steel profiles up
to 20 in. in diameter. DoAll’s Olympia
dual-column, specialty tube and pipe
bandsaws are primarily for vertical
cuts and for cutting profiles for tube
and pipe up to 55 in. in diameter. The
new StructurAll dual-swivel bandsaws
are for cutting structural profiles up to
15 in. in diameter.
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SIMONDS’ STEEL
GRATING BLADE
Simonds Saw introduces the Bitec Plus, a bandsaw blade
that provides low vibration and high-efficiency cutting
of steel grating applications. Manufactured by Simonds’
partner WESPA in Germany, it features a wide band in
widths from 1.25 in. to 2.0 in., which provides maximum
beam strength for higher blade tension and cutting
rates, making it less susceptible to damage. The blade
offers a fine tooth pitch of 5 to 8 teeth per in., which is
good for grating applications and delivering increased
productivity, quieter cutting and longer blade life.

TIGERSTOP OFFERS
AUTOMATION SOLUTION
TigerStop LLC’s TigerTouch v1.2 touchscreen material automation solution has
expanded printing capabilities, which include any printer with a Windows driver.
Possible printer configurations now include laser engravers and pin marking
machines. Machining equipment that performs cutoff, punching, boring, or pack
and panel processing can be paired with a TigerStop positioning system and the
TigerTouch v1.2. TigerTouch operates with a touch-screen tablet interface and
provides a real-time visual representation of the actual material process.
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BLM SAW AT IMTS
BLM Group USA will showcase its CM602 automatic sawing machine
at IMTS. The saw is for cutting short and medium-length steel, copper,
brass and aluminum tubes; solid bars; and profiles. The cutting head is
positioned at 45° to the tube surface and its linear movement across
the tube provides a uniform load on the blade. The saw can handle
tube and bar up to 4 in. in diameter, depending on material, and runs
at up to a 5,000-rpm cutting speed.

LENOX HAS BLADE GUIDE
The Lenox technical service team offers its “Understanding the Cut: Factors
That Affect The Cost of Cutting, Ensure Optimal Performance” blade-life
performance guide. Aimed toward beginners so they can understand the
basics, the guide can assist individuals in understanding the factors that
affect bandsawing efficiency, including tooth design, band speed, feed rates,
vise loading, lubrication, the capacity and condition of the machine, and
the material being cut. This information can help users extend blade life and
directly impact cost per cut.

METALMIZER UPDATES BANDSAW
MetalMizer’s redesigned MV2018 metalcutting bandsaw offers 18-in.-by-20-in.
cutting capacity and up to 175 lbs. of cutting pressure, along with an adjustable
counterbalanced tilting head for 45-degree cuts in either direction without
having to swing or move cutting material. Machine controls are located above
the working surface on the face of the cutting head, making them accessible
and safe from damage by workpieces, cutting fluids and debris. The overhead
controls allow one-button activation of the blade, coolant and feed mechanism
or the flexibility to control each function individually.
To Submit Press Releases, Send Them to Abbe Miller at amiller@techgenmedia.com
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An enhanced spray
transfer MIG process
yields faster welding
travel speeds than
conventional solutions

SAT
SCORES
by Peter Flikweert, IWT global sub
segment manager mobile machinery,
transport segment group, ESAB

T

o increase MIG deposition
rates, intuition says to use
a larger diameter wire.
Physics, however, overrules
instinct. Welding research at ESAB’s
Gothenburg, Sweden, location proved
that increasing current density – by
using smaller diameter solid wire
at very fast wire feed speeds – can
increase deposition rates by 44
percent.
As Figure 1 shows, a 1.2-mm-dia.
ER70S-6 wire provides a deposition
rate of 8.147 kg per hour when
welding at 400 amps (about the

maximum 1.0- and 1.2-mm wire can
handle). By substituting a 1.0-mm wire
and increasing the wire feed speed
from 15.6 to 32 m per min., users
could increase deposition rates up to
11.76 kg per hour (if they have a wire
feeder that runs that quickly; 30 m per
min. is the limit on many feeders). That
3.6-kg-per-hour difference equates to
a 44 percent improvement. For those
currently welding with a 1.6-mm wire,
the improvements are even greater.
As a result of researching fast wire
feed speeds, ESAB introduced the
Swift Arc Transfer (SAT) process

Figure 1. By using a smaller diameter wire and faster wire feed speeds, the SAT
process offers the highest deposition rates possible for solid wire MIG welding.

approximately four years ago. This
enhanced spray transfer MIG process
uses typical wire feed speeds of 16
to 25 m per min. It yields welding
travel speeds that range from 20 to
100 percent faster than conventional
solutions and it is at least 10 percent
faster – in an actual production
setting – than any other advanced
MIG process ESAB has encountered
(see Figure 2).
The process is suitable for welding
2- to 15-mm-thick plate in the flat
or horizontal positions; works with
fillet, lap and butt joints; and can use
carbon, stainless and low alloy filler
wire. Typical industrial applications
include transportation segments
(automotive, railway, shipbuilding,
off-highway machinery), structural
steel, tank and vessel building, and
container construction.

use mechanized and robotic welding.
As good as human operators can be,
they simply cannot sustain the pace
and consistent quality of a robot,
and robotic SAT further increases
productivity. For example, robotic SAT
produces travel speeds up to 90 cm
per min. when making a fillet weld on
10-mm plate (1.0-mm-dia. ER70S-6
wire). For comparison, a typical robotic
MIG application has travel speeds of
about 50 cm per min. (35 cm per min.
is good for a human).

THE QUEST FOR
PRODUCTIVITY

In high-strength steel applications
(such as those using AWS A5.28
ER120S-G or AWS A5.28 ER110S-G filler
wire), SAT can increase travel speeds
by up to 75 percent. For example,
conventional spray transfer MIG
welding speeds are 40 cm per min. for
welding 12-mm plate (throat size is 5
mm). For the same joint, switching to
SAT increases travel speed to 70 cm
per min. using a 1.0-mm electrode
and 92 percent argon/8 percent CO2
shielding gas.

Successful high-volume
manufacturers relentlessly pursue
productivity improvements and cost
reduction. Wherever possible, they

At Fabtech 2015, ESAB provided a
demonstration of pulsed MIG versus
SAT, showing how SAT offered travel
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Figure 2. A comparison of the voltage and wire feed speeds used for solid
wire MIG processes.

speeds of 116 cm per min., which is
twice as fast as pulsed spray transfer.
While the SAT process appeared to
create a lot of sparks, the weld bead
close-up in the video showed very
little spatter.
Intuitively, SAT’s faster travel speeds
also reduce heat input. Figure 3
compares welding parameters for
SAT, conventional spray transfer and
short arc MIG as set for making a fillet
weld with a 3-mm throat on 5-mm

steel plate. Test results show that the
SAT process is 0.5 kilojoules “cooler”
than short circuit transfer yet nearly
four times faster. Compared to spray
transfer, SAT reduces heat input by
more than one-third while increasing
travel speed by more than one-third.

ESAB’s Swift Arc
Transfer process yields
welding travel speeds
that range from 20 to
100 percent faster than
conventional solutions.

In addition to faster travel speeds,
the SAT process also reduces spatter,
provides a consistent penetration
profile for a better first-pass yield rate
and reduces heat input to minimize
SEPTEMBER 2016
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and prevent distortion. Note that a
0.9-mm wire works well for welding
thin plate, and this diameter (0.035
in.) is one of the most common solid
wire diameters used in North America.

PROCESS REQUIREMENTS

Figure 3. Because SAT
lowers heat input, it
can help combat issues
related to warping and
poor fit-up of welded
components.

The SAT process uses an inverter, or
chopper-based, power source, such as
ESAB’s Aristo MIG 5000i or Origo MIG
650c and a wire feed system capable
of sustaining fast wire feed speeds
for a prolonged period of time, such
as the Robofeed 3004L or Robofeed
3004 HW “hollow wrist” encapsulated
wire feeders.

So that companies can implement
the correct SAT welding parameters
and arc start routine without
extensive engineering effort, ESAB
offers preprogrammed synergic lines
for steel (ER70S-6), stainless steel
(430Lnb, 430Ti, 308Lsi, 316Lsi) and
the previously mentioned low alloy
filler wire. The lines are only available
through the U82 controller (see
Figure 4), which also enables fine
tuning preprogrammed lines and
development of new SAT lines
if required.

Figure 4. To simplify process
installation, ESAB provides
preprogrammed synergic
lines via its U82 controller.

Outside of the synergic lines, the
most critical component of SAT
is ESAB’s OK AristoRod, a noncopper coated MIG wire with
advanced surface characteristics.
OK AristoRod provides consistent
welding performance, a stable arc
with low feeding force, trouble-free
feedability, excellent arc ignition and
an extremely low spatter level.
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Figure 5. Non-copper coated wire reduces wire feed speed
variations, which in turn allow a longer run time before a
burnback occurs. The vertical axis shows the number of
measurements. Source: ISF, Aachen.

Traditional ER70S-6 wire uses a copper coating to improve
feeding. Contrary to popular belief, the coating does not
improve current transfer, reduce contact tip wear or protect
against rust. The weakness of a copper coated wire is that
particles chip off and contaminate the feeding system,
gradually clogging the liner and contact tip. As resistance
builds up due to clogging, the wire eventually burns back
to the contact tip – which causes unplanned downtime, an
undesirable occurrence in a robotic application.
Because OK AristoRod is a non-copper coated wire, it
generates far fewer particles and enables a longer run time
between scheduled maintenance and liner and contact
tip replacement. To confirm performance, ESAB worked
with ISF Aachen, a prestigious German welding research
authority, to conduct a benchmark survey comparing OK

“In applications using
larger diameter solid
wire, shifting to the
Swift Arc Transfer
process and using
a smaller diameter
almost always improves
productivity and
reduces cost.”
Dick Skarin, global value added engineering
manager, ESAB
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At Fabtech 2015, ESAB’s SAT process with the Aristo MIG 4000iR was
showcased, highlighting the system’s quick travel speeds and minimal spatter.

AristoRod with a wide selection of
copper coated wire from leading
suppliers.
Figure 5 shows that OK AristoRod runs
longer without burning back to the
contact tip (more than 330 min. of
continuous welding compared to 220
min. or less for copper coated wire),
requires less force to feed, increases
arc stability and reduces spatter.
The ESAB video on the SAT process
provides further evidence (at the 0:38
sec. mark), showing how OK AristoRod
produces a more stable arc and more
controlled metal transfer. As a more
controlled process, SAT enhances
productivity in other ways beyond
increased welding travel speeds.

OTHER PRODUCTIVITY
IMPROVEMENTS
Since its introduction, ESAB Value
Added Engineering has worked
with several European companies
to implement SAT as part of
working with end users to improve
productivity and profitability. Some of
the highlights include:
Watch the ESAB video, which further outlines how AristoRod produces a stable
arc and controlled metal transfer.

• In a truck compressor tank
application using ER70S-6 wire,

SAT increased total productivity
by 8 to 10 percent through faster
travel speeds (from 145 to 192 cm
per min.) and reduced undercuts,
spatter and distortion.
• In an automotive exhaust pipe
application using 430Lnb wire (0.9
mm dia.), SAT reduced welding
cycle time from 24 to 11 sec. for
welding a 63.5-mm-dia. pipe with a
1.6-mm wall thickness. Spatter and
burn through were also reduced.
• In a tow bar cross member
application, SAT increased
deposition rates from 5.56 kg
per hour to 7.73 kg per hour and
decreased welding cycle time
from 400 to 330 sec., a 21 percent
improvement.
• For welding an exhaust manifold,
ESAB recommended switching
from 1.0-mm- to 0.9-mm-dia. wire
and changing welding parameters
from a wire feed speed of 13.0 m
per min. and 21.4 V to 20 m per min.
and 28 V. As a result, welding speed
increased from 80 to 100 cm per
min., a 25 percent improvement.
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• For welding a box beam in a crane
application using 1.2-mm ER70S-6
wire, SAT improved welding speeds
from 70 to 100 cm per min., up
from previous speeds of 30 to 35
cm per min. Welding defects were
greatly reduced, as well.
• In I-profiles 3.5 to 6 mm thick, SAT
doubled welding speed from 40 to
80 cm per min.

Figure 6. This macrograph shows the SAT penetration profile on an overlap joint
made on 2-mm plate using 0.9-mm wire at a travel speed of 155 cm per min.
Figure 7. SAT produces a consistent weld bead profile with good fill of the toes
of the weld.

Dick Skarin, global value added
engineering manager, notes that,
“Even customers with experienced
welding engineers may not have an
experienced robotic welding engineer
on staff. In robotic applications, we
can almost always improve results
by helping customers set the proper
torch angle with respect to the joint
and the direction of travel, as well as
adjust wire stickout, wire feed speed
and voltage. Our objective is not to
sell customers a particular process
or filler metal, but to work with
customers and show their true costs
of welding and suggest methods for
improvement. In applications using
larger diameter solid wire, shifting
to SAT and using a smaller diameter

almost always improves productivity
and reduces cost.”
The tow bar application noted above
provides a perfect example. This
was an existing customer using a
premium 1.2-mm copper coated
wire. By shifting to SAT, a 1-mm noncopper coated wire and doubling
wire feed speed to 22 m per min., the
customer increased travel speed from
61.6 to 89.9 cm per min. SAT reduced
total production cost by 16 percent
and saved the customer more than
$60,000 per year.
Note that previous attempts to weld
with very high wire feed speeds
showed inconsistent penetration and
weld bead profiles. As Figures 6 and 7
show, SAT provides consistently
good penetration and a consistent
bead profile. In short, not only does
SAT weld it fast, it welds it right the
first time.

ESAB
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by Jon Ladwig, welding systems market
manager, Camfil Air Pollution Control

COLD
FUMES

Before the
temperature drops,
welding shops need
to plan ahead in
terms of fume and
dust collection

W

ith colder weather
approaching, now is
the time to re-evaluate
how you go about
controlling the dust and fumes
generated during welding. Some of
the commonly used “remedies” to
fume buildup can be problematic. A
proper ventilation system that utilizes
a high efficiency dust and fume
collector and recirculates clean air
through the shop is a proven way to
keep fumes under control in winter
months while providing a good return
on investment in energy savings.
Why not just open the shop doors
periodically to allow fumes to escape?
A fume cloud can build up rapidly
in an enclosed facility, especially if a
high volume of welding and cutting
is taking place. This can necessitate
leaving doors open much of the day,
creating a cold and uncomfortable
indoor environment where workers
are bundled up in heavy clothing.
Most of us have witnessed this
scenario. It can be physically difficult
for welders and others to perform
their everyday tasks, and it can
potentially lead to illness.

As a side note: If you do opt to release
fumes outdoors, winter or summer,
and you consume more than
2,000 lbs. of welding wire in a year,
the air exhausted from your facility is
subject to stringent monitoring under
EPA NESHAP Rule 6x. The required
monitoring and test procedures are
rigorous; but simply stated, in any
20-min. test period there can be no
more than three minutes of visible
emissions (zero opacity) from
the process.
Installing exhaust fans is another
common approach for removing dirty
air from shops. Exhaust fans are often
large, noisy and energy-intensive,
and they don’t always do the best
job of removing dirty air. Often they
are used with no regard to providing
replacement air into the facility, and
when the doors are closed, a negative
pressure condition results.
Excessive negative pressure is a
safety no-no, as it can cause injury
to occupants from doors slamming
shut and can make it very difficult
to open doors in an emergency. This
condition also allows cold air to seep

Welder working under the
protection of an ambient
fume collection system.
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in through any cracks or weak spots
in the structure, creating drafts and
increased demand for heaters.

Welder utilizes triple
protection: a ventilated
welding helmet, a fume
extraction arm and an
overhead ambient fume
collection system.

A central panel consolidates
controls for an ambient fume
collection system and three
auxiliary fume extraction arms.

Following accepted ventilation
practices, facility air should be
neutral or slightly pressurized;
and a prescribed percentage of
outside air should be conditioned
to deliver clean air to occupants
at comfortable temperature and
humidity levels. In an office building,
a good HVAC system with proper
filtration accomplishes this goal quite
effectively. However, this approach
is not sufficient to clean the air of
welding fumes or the other heavy
contaminants generated in industrial
environments.

HOW MUCH FUME IS TOO
MUCH?
Though some
degree of
visible fumes
is inevitable
during welding,
a dense cloud
like this signals a
problem.

The leading indicators that you have
an air quality problem are:
• Visible fumes and dust: Some
degree of visible fumes is
inevitable during welding; but if
the cloud grows denser and denser
throughout the day, and a blue
haze lingers even during breaks,
there is probably an issue.

• Worker complaints: Welders
complaining of health and
discomfort problems are likely
being exposed to an excessive
level of fumes. Fumes are linked
to an array of short- and longterm illnesses and adverse health
effects from chronic headaches
and fatigue to cancer and
respiratory diseases. Complaints
should always be taken seriously
and addressed as promptly
as possible.
• Failure to meet established
air quality standards: Air
quality testing using air
sampling techniques is often
performed to ensure that a shop
is in compliance with OSHA
regulations. OSHA has established
permissible exposure limits (PELs)
based on 8‐hour time weighted
average for hundreds of dusts,
including the numerous metals
contained in welding fumes. By
the time a shop fails an air quality
test, heavy fume clouds and
worker complaints will already be
in evidence.
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Ambient ducting
system keeps
welding fumes under
control in this facility.

CARTRIDGE DUST AND
FUME COLLECTION
A well-designed cartridge dust and
fume collection system properly filters
welding fumes and other hazardous
contaminants, and the filtered air can
be exhausted outside or recirculated
back into the facility for significant
energy savings. These systems use
self-cleaning mechanisms that pulse
dirt off the filters, allowing units to
run for extended periods between
filter changeouts.
If you already have a fume collection
system and are still experiencing

unacceptable fume levels, it may be
that you’ve outgrown the system
because of increased production, it
was improperly sized at the time of
installation, or the equipment
is malfunctioning.
Whether you are installing a new
fume collector or updating an existing
system that is no longer adequate,
there are three general types of
fume collection systems to choose
from. Source capture systems that
utilize flexible arms are popular for
applications involving small parts and
fixture welding. Booths, curtains, or

custom enclosures with overhead
hoods form a middle ground between
installing a new fume collector and
updating an existing system by
isolating a specific area for fume
collection. Ambient systems that
filter all the air in the shop using a
central system or multiple smaller
collectors are used to serve larger
areas, allowing a facility to vary its
operations and still capture fumes.
With all three types, the fume
collector typically utilizes high
efficiency pleated filter cartridges
treated with a flame resistant

coating. In hazardous applications,
the collector may require HEPA
secondary filters (also called afterfilters) for added filtration and backup
protection. Secondary filters are also
recommended if you opt to recirculate
the filtered air instead of exhausting
it outside.
Air recirculation during the cold
weather months is the single best way
to save energy and maximize return
on investment with a fume collection
system. Recirculating heated air back
through the plant instead of venting
it outdoors provides a multitude of
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Welding fumes pose a health and
safety risk to welding shops
year-round, but winter weather brings
special challenges.
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savings. The cost to replace the air
is eliminated, the cost to heat the
replacement air is minimized, the reutilizing of all heat sources within the
area saves energy and blending the
warmer air at the ceiling back into the
space for a more even temperature
at the floor level lowers heat loss and
saves energy.
Facilities report five- to six-figure
annual energy savings with air
recirculation, with the greatest
savings in northern climates. In
addition, the U.S. Department of
Energy offers public utility-sponsored
rebates and incentives for facilities
that use recycled heated or air
conditioned air.
On a related note, many factory
floors are cold in the winter – even
in a heated facility where the doors
are closed. The reason, quite simply,
is that heat rises to the high ceiling,
leaving a chilly environment for
workers below. A recirculating
ambient fume collection system
can eliminate this problem and help
make factory environments more
comfortable in winter due to the
redistribution and recirculation of the
heated air.

Another approach is to use a summer/
winter diverter. A damper-operated
split in the ducting allows clean air
from the fume collector to be blown
outside in the summer or inside in
the winter. In the winter position,
the system provides three primary
benefits. First, it balances pressure
in the facility by ensuring that the
volume of air drawn out of the shop
equals the volume that is returned.
Second, it provides heat recovery by
returning clean air to the facility so no
added heat is required, saving energy.
Third, designed properly, it can
enhance the efficiency of the collector
by using the recirculating clean air
to push and direct the fumes so that
they are more efficiently captured and
filtered out.

EXAMPLE OF AIR
RECIRCULATION
ADVANTAGES
A manufacturer of desiccant
dehumidification systems was
experiencing problems with fumes in
its high bay welding and fabrication
shop. The area contained eight
welding booths approximately 20 ft.
by 20 ft. in size, open at the top with
a ceiling height of about 26 ft. and an
overhead crane above. Because the
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equipment being manufactured is
large and irregular in shape, there was
no way to do point source capture
of fumes. The shop had to rely on
overhead exhaust fans blowing fumes
directly outdoors. The fans did a poor
job of capturing the fumes and they
wasted energy by blowing heated air
out the window.

High efficiency cartridge dust and fume collector
controls welding fumes in compliance with clean
air regulations.

To solve the problem, the facility
installed a cartridge dust and fume
collection system with 16 high
efficiency filters. By designing the
system to recirculate filtered air back
through the facility, the company
determined through a heat recovery
calculation that it would be able to
save $35,000 yearly in heating costs.
In addition, the equipment supplier
submitted the savings calculations to

the local utility, which gave the facility
a sizeable grant to help offset the cost
of the project.
The key benefits achieved by this
manufacturer, which are translatable
to many other applications, include
a rapid payback in equipment
investment costs, five-figure or
higher annual energy savings,
and an immediate and significant
improvement in air quality. While
the delivery of clean air is not strictly
quantifiable in dollar amounts, it
is priceless in that it safeguards
the health of employees, improves
morale and productivity, and ensures
regulatory compliance.
CAMFIL APC
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THE
HYDROGEN
PROBLEM
Understanding the sources and remedies
of hydrogen-assisted cracking in pipeline
welding applications
by Derick Railling, product manager,
Miller Electric Mfg. Co. and Hobart

Pipeline welding contractors
must be proactive in mitigating
hydrogen in the welding zone
because hydrogen-assisted
cracking is one of the greatest
threats to the integrity of pipeline
welding applications.

A

s increased regulations drive the
need for higher safety factors in the
pipeline industry, more pipeline
owners are requiring materials with
greater strength. Because the potential for
hydrogen-assisted cracking increases as the
strength of the steel increases, this push for
higher strength steels has resulted in the need
for filler metals and welding processes that
promote lower hydrogen levels.
Hydrogen in outdoor work environments
is inescapable because nearly all organic
compounds contain hydrogen – everything
from lubricants and oils to naturally occurring
substances in the field and moisture in
the atmosphere.
Pipeline welding contractors must be proactive
in mitigating hydrogen in the welding zone
because hydrogen-assisted cracking is one of
the greatest threats to the integrity of pipeline
welding applications. A good first step is
understanding the many sources of hydrogen
and how to eliminate or minimize them.
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THE PROBLEM
Hydrogen atoms are extremely small,
highly mobile, and can easily diffuse
out of the weld zone and coalesce
along discontinuities that are present
in the microstructure. Those pockets
of hydrogen eventually build stresses
that can lead to cracking. Hydrogenassisted cracking, also referred to
as cold cracking, may appear hours
or days after the weld has been
completed, which can result in costly
repairs and downtime.
The three main factors that must
be present for hydrogen-assisted
cracking to occur include a cracksusceptible microstructure, the
presence of residual stresses and the
presence of hydrogen.
Pipe welding contractors can take
several steps to reduce the amount
of diffusible hydrogen in the welding
process and reduce or eliminate
residual stresses, which in turn will
lessen the chances of hydrogenassisted cracking. Using low-hydrogen
filler metals; improving pre-heat
and post-weld heating; maintaining
interpass temperatures; and in some
cases, changing the welding process

are among the recommended
steps. Proper handling and storage
can also help reduce the likelihood
of hydrogen-assisted cracking by
preventing moisture absorption.
While the filler metal is a main source
of hydrogen in the weld, hydrogen
can also come from other common
sources, such as residual cutting oils,
dirt or rust; condensation in and
around the weld joint; and shielding
gas contamination or hose leaks.
To help prevent the introduction of
hydrogen from those sources, be sure
to prepare the joint by grinding the
inside and outside surfaces of the pipe
1 in. from the joint; always make sure
the joint is completely dry prior to
welding; and check all shielding gas
connections and fittings regularly.

THE IMPACT OF
FILLER METAL
The makeup of the filler metal as well
as the environment and manner of its
storage can affect hydrogen levels in
the filler metal and the weld metal.
Different welding processes use
different types of filler metal, but the
key is to use a filler metal that contains

Because the potential for hydrogen-assisted cracking increases as the strength
of the steel increases, the push for higher strength steels in the pipeline industry
has resulted in the need for filler metals and welding processes with lower
hydrogen levels.

Hobart’s FabCO
712M all-position
wire is formulated
for superior
mechanical
toughness with low
hydrogen levels.
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the lowest level of hydrogen that is
still capable of providing the needed
mechanical properties.
Cellulosic stick electrodes have
hydrogen levels far exceeding 16 ml
of hydrogen per 100 g of diffusible
weld metal – the highest levels
among the filler metals commonly
used in pipeline welding applications.
Low-hydrogen stick electrodes with
designations of H4 can provide less
than 4 ml of hydrogen per 100 g of
diffusible weld metal. However, they
do not offer the same penetration
and performance characteristics as
cellulosic electrodes, and are generally
not acceptable for root-pass pipe
welding.
Hydrogen levels of 4 ml of hydrogen
per 100 g of diffusible weld metal
or even lower can be produced by
transitioning to a metal-cored wire
with a modified short-circuit MIG
process for the root-pass welding.
Completion of the fill and cap passes
can be done with a self-shielded or
gas-shielded flux-cored wire process,
which typically has a hydrogen
content of less than 8 ml of hydrogen
per 100 g of diffusible weld metal.

Some flux-cored wires are particularly
well-suited for high-strength steels
because the wires contain a number
of compounds that combine with
hydrogen to remove it from the weld.
When proper precautions are taken,
cellulosic stick electrodes can
typically be used on lower strength
pipelines. However, they are not
recommended for high-strength
steels due to an increase in residual
stresses and a more crack-susceptible
microstructure. When you partner
those two factors with the extremely
high hydrogen content of a cellulosic
electrode, it dramatically increases
the chance for hydrogen-assisted
cracking. Therefore, some companies
do not allow the use of cellulosic
electrodes above X65 Grade Pipe,
which have a more crack-susceptible
microstructure due to higher tensile
and yield strengths.

THE STORAGE ISSUE
Storing all filler metal in a clean, dry
area and in the original packaging
until the time of use helps prevent
moisture from settling on the outside
of the filler metal or becoming
absorbed. If a filler metal is moved

from one set of environmental
conditions to another (such as from
cold to hot), it should be protected
from the environment and allowed
time to normalize at the ambient
temperature of the work location.
For metal- or flux-cored wire
applications, the wire spool should
be covered and/or removed and
placed in its original box at the end of

the day. Fully encased suitcase-style
feeders can also be used to seal the
wire from the environment.
Cellulosic stick electrodes commonly
used in pipeline welding applications
(EXX10 classifications, such as
E6010) should never be stored in an
electrode oven. Instead, store them
at room temperature, protected from
the environment. These electrodes
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have moisture manufactured into
them in order to create specific arc
characteristics during welding. Drying
out the cellulosic electrode coating
shifts the composition and can lead to
weld cracking and poor operability. If
a cellulosic electrode used in pipeline
applications becomes wet it should
not be reconditioned by drying it in
an oven and should be discarded.

risk of hydrogen-assisted cracking.
These factors make it critical to
maintain required/proper pre-heat
and interpass temperatures that can
produce a softer, less crack-susceptible
microstructure and allow hydrogen to
diffuse out of the weld. Stress relieving
through post-weld heat treatment
may also be recommended for some
types of steel.

Low-hydrogen stick electrodes
(EXX18 and EXX16 designations,
such as E7018) have different storage
recommendations. They should
always be stored in hermetically
sealed containers or in electrode
ovens to prevent moisture absorption.
Reconditioning of these lowhydrogen electrodes is also allowed,
but be sure to contact the filler metal
manufacturer for specific instructions.

Using old-fashioned oxyfuel or
propane torches to bring the weld
joint to temperature is one option.
However, this method can pose
problems such as introducing more
hydrogen into the joint from the
flame; difficulties in ensuring uniform
heating through the joint and heataffected zone; and the need to stop
during the welding process to reheat
the joint if it falls below the minimum
interpass temperature.

THE IMPORTANCE OF HEAT
Induction heating is recommended for optimal hydrogen
diffusion, uniform heating throughout the pipe and fast
time to temperature. This safer, non-flame method of
heating steel uses conductive coils to create an alternating
magnetic field within the steel, causing it to heat up.

The rapid heating and cooling that
takes place during welding can put
added stresses into the pipe joint
that can make it more susceptible
to hydrogen embrittlement. It also
provides less of an opportunity for
hydrogen to properly diffuse out of
the weld, which leads to a greater

Another method, induction heating, is
recommended for optimal hydrogen
diffusion, uniform heating throughout
the pipe and fast time to temperature.
This safer, non-flame method of
heating steel uses conductive coils to
create an alternating magnetic field
within the steel, causing it to heat up.
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The rapid heating
and cooling that
takes place during
welding can put added
stresses into the pipe
joint that can make
it more susceptible
to hydrogen
embrittlement.

The coils themselves do not become
hot. The induction cables are wrapped
around the pipe and create eddy
currents inside the pipe to generate
heat. Induction heating systems also
can be integrated with automated
recording devices that create a
permanent record showing that
proper heating/cooling sequences
were accomplished.
Control is the key benefit with
this method, because it offers the
operator control to exact parameters
of the ramp-up speed, interpass
temperature and post-weld soaking
or stress relieving. Control over these
factors also controls cooling, which
aids in the removal of hydrogen
and helps ensure the heat-affected
zone and the weld retain the desired
mechanical properties. This is
particularly important when welding
with cellulosic stick electrodes that
introduce higher levels of hydrogen
into the weld or when welding
thicker, high-strength steels, which
tend to be less ductile with greater
residual stresses, making the steel
even more susceptible to hydrogenassisted cracking.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Focusing on low-hydrogen welding
practices should be a priority when
welding pipe. Practices such as proper
handling of the pipe; selecting lowhydrogen filler metals; and optimal
pre-heat, interpass and post-weld
heating are great ways to reduce the
amount of hydrogen in the weld.
By paying careful attention to
these factors and practicing proper
procedures, the risk of hydrogenassisted cracking in pipeline welding
applications can be greatly minimized.

HOBART

MILLER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
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FOOD
FOR
In the global
food production
industry,
challenges
surround meeting
the sanitary
requirements for
weld areas on
food processing
equipment

THOUGHT
by John Thompson, national technical sales manager, Pferd Inc.

M

any manufacturing
industries have to
manage up and
down cycles with the
exception of the food production
industry, which can be considered
virtually recession-proof. Everybody
has to eat, and most modern
economies rely on processed food to
feed the masses.
Plenty of statistics highlight the
sheer size of the food production
industry. Worldwide, Research and
Markets, a Dublin-based market
research company, reports that the
global packaged food market will
reach $3.03 trillion by 2020. As a
specific example, specialty markets,
such as cheese; packaged, ready-toeat refrigerated entrees; and coffee,
sell $120.5 billion in today’s U.S.
marketplace alone, according to the
Specialty Food Association.

Surface conditioning on stainless steel (Inox) with a unitized CombiDisc.
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FARM TO TABLE
Several areas are involved in the
manufacture and processing of
food products: the equipment used
to plant and harvest the food; the
equipment used to improve the
quality of the yield, distribute the
pesticides and for the cleaners used
on the processing equipment; and
for the equipment used in the actual
processing plants. These areas make
up the basics of the food production
industry and each entails specific
finishing processes for cosmetic and
sanitary requirements.
To manufacture agricultural
equipment, cosmetic finishing is a
primary issue because it helps to
extend the life of the equipment
exposed to the hardships of planting
and harvesting. However, the
equipment manufactured for the food
processing industry, much of it made
of 304 stainless steel, is the focus of
the National Sanitary Foundation
to set standards and reduce risk of
bacterial issues. These standards are
key for the USDA and FDA agencies’
inspection procedures.

Because food is a perishable item, the
food processing timeline is critical.
The collection in the field as well
as the transportation of the food
product to the processing plant all
contribute to the potential of lost
revenue from spoiled or damaged
product. The process of cleaning,
slicing, cooking, flash freezing and
packaging calls for an uninterrupted
flow of product and process.
Food processing equipment is
designed for safety during use, but
must also allow for a full breakdown
of the inside of any machine. This is
critical so that daily required cleaning
can reach all significant areas. To
reduce the potential for pathogens
in the food, constant sanitation and
daily full-plant cleaning is a must. All
equipment must be designed to allow
for a full cleaning of all surfaces that
will come in contact with raw food.
Therefore, the equipment inside
and out must be able to withstand
solutions of caustic or acidic cleaning
products on a daily basis. The National
Sanitary Foundation is very specific

Pferd delivers a complete finishing system
that addresses the three major finishing
areas – weld blending on inside fillets,
blind corners and lap joints.
on the requirements for the finishing
of food processing equipment in all
types of plants. This is often not a
cosmetic issue, but is instead an issue
of sanitation in the processing of
food product.

CLEAN SWEEP
The focus for offering a finishing
system that works requires an
understanding of the relationship of
finishing products based on speed
and pressure as well as the ability to
offer a simple system to achieve the
desired result in three main locations
on the food processing equipment:
weld blending on inside fillets, blind
corners and lap joints.
The sanitary requirement for OEMs
is to blend all welded areas that may
come into contact with food product

to a depth of scratch equal to a 150- to
180-grit abrasive product (Ra = 30 to
41 micro in.) with no undercut to the
parent material.
It has been determined that when
the welded areas meet the required
depth of scratch, normal cleaning
and sanitizing procedures will reduce
the chance of bacteria collection
and growth in those areas. However,
there is no requirement for a cosmetic
scratch pattern, such as a linear finish
to meet the specification.
As all food processing equipment is
cleaned at least every 24 hours if not
more, the cosmetic finish is often more
of a hindrance due to the continued
maintenance. As a result, the challenge
is to design a finishing system for
both the OEM and the end user that is
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and the exposure to oxygen in
the air and water used allows the
chromium oxide layer to constantly
reform and passivate the material.
So the challenge is to control the
friction (heat) and possible surface
contamination during the fabrication
process along with the removal of
excess weld material.

Polishing a weld seam
on stainless steel
(Inox) sheet metal
using a Pferd felt
polishing point.

simple in application but consistent
in results. The system must leave no
potential contaminant behind that
might present issues for premature
failure at a later date.
Many companies offer abrasive
products that require multiple
steps to achieve the required finish.
Some offer expensive equipment
designed for spot cleaning and
instant passivation of welded areas.
The expectation is that all stainless
steel must receive help to achieve
a stable state of passivation after
the fabrication process of welding.

PROCESS PARAMETERS

Passivation is, essentially, the state of
being resistant to corrosion.
However, passivation is a natural
occurrence and is easy to achieve
based on the requirements of ANSI
A967 and A380 specifications. Using
the proper abrasive product that is
designed for use with stainless steel is a
must. Following a prescribed procedure
based on controlling friction and heat
offers the most cost-effective process
for finishing stainless steel for food
processing use.
The daily cleaning of stainless
steel food processing equipment

The process starts with defining
the required finish in a given area.
Because the official final finish is
already defined, the main issue
is on the part of the equipment
manufacturer for an additional
“signature finish” over and above
the minimum. This finish is more for
the cosmetic requirements to sell
a new piece of equipment. As long
as the desired final finish is defined
with abrasive products equal to
the specified Ra parameters, extra
time and money may be dedicated
to offer a finish that meets sanitary
requirements that is also pleasing to
the eye.
The maintenance of that finish
is not as important to the actual
food processor because often

new equipment finishes are not
maintained during the actual food
process cycle. Linear “brushed” drum
finishes (Pferd 91217 system), nondirectional “D/A” finishes (Pferd 47564
disc) and even “mirror” full reflective
finishes (Pferd 48705 felt disc with
48763 paste) are beautiful to look at
on new equipment, but difficult to
maintain in a real food processing
environment. Pferd, therefore, offers
a maximum three-step solution to
achieve these cosmetic finishes on a
MIG or TIG weld surface.
However, the real need is for a
solution to maintain the equipment
while keeping the food product
flowing. This need for a fast and
efficient method for maintenance
and repair applies to everyday feed
trays, carts, shuttle systems and
food grinders damaged in the daily
processing of food product.

A GOOD COMBINATION

Pferd designed the CombiClick,
CombiDisc and PoliCap families
coupled with the company’s variablespeed right-angle and straight-shaft
power tools to deliver a complete
finishing system that addresses
the three major finishing areas –
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weld blending on inside fillets,
blind corners and lap joints. All the
consumable products are designed
and cleared for use on all metals,
including stainless steel.

Pferd’s linear “brushed” drum
finish (top), non-directional “D/A”
finish (bottom left) and “mirror” full
reflective finish (bottom right).

Mating a power tool and the
consumable allows for the
recommended speed to optimize the
performance of the consumable and
achieve the desired result, requiring
the least amount of time and effort.
Pferd’s solutions are often able to
blend a weld from a MIG or TIG
process to the desired sanitary finish
in only two steps. The CombiClick
family of quick-change discs, used
with the Pferd 91205 variable-speed
right-angle electric grinder is ideal for
weld blending in butt and lap joints.
Using the 80-grit Co-Cool coated
abrasive on the special scalloped
backing pad allows for quick and
effective excess weld material removal
and sets the stage for the unitized or
non-woven disc for the final finish.
The CombiDisc quick-change system
with the Pferd 91200 variable-speed
power tool offers a mini PoliFan disc
for material removal in tight areas,
with the second step again being the
unitized or medium non-woven disc.
Pferd offers a hard and a soft version

of the medium non-woven disc to
achieve excellent contact with
tight areas around fittings and
support brackets.
Pferd’s PoliCap abrasive caps range in
sizes from 3/16 in. diameter to a direct
point. Combined with the Pferd 91005
variable-speed straight-shaft power
tool, it allows blending contact even
to a tight inside corner.
Many times the requirement is to
repair the affected area so production
can continue while maintaining the
sanitary requirements the FDA and
USDA demand and consumers expect.
To adhere to those regulations and
expectations, Pferd’s finishing systems
are designed as a total solution to be
faster and more cost effective for the
fabrication, repair or maintenance
of new and used food processing
equipment. Time is money, and with
the sensitivity of food production,
maintaining the flow of clean and
safe food products is important to
every consumer.

PFERD INC.
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COOL GEAR
by Jimmy Myers, senior editor

Milwaukee Tool releases new heated
outerwear, touts biggest redesign to date

S

ummer is waning, and soon
colder temperatures will
be affecting all areas of the
United States. As outdoor
welders know, temperatures can drop
rapidly, especially in the northern
states, which is why Milwaukee Tool
has released its new line of heated
outerwear to keep welders warm in
the fast approaching fall and
winter months.
You might know Milwaukee Tool for
its production of power tools, hand
tools, instruments and accessories
going back to 1924. However, since

2010, the company has offered a
heated gear clothing line that has
attracted an audience that goes
beyond the expected construction
industry; motorcyclists who are
loyal to two wheels even in cold
temperatures have taken notice of the
heated gear. The welding community,
too, is taking notice.
Interest is being piqued particularly
because the heated gear is so unlike
the outerwear that outdoor welders
have worn in the past. Instead of
simply protecting welders from the
cold temps, the gear itself produces

heat. This reduces the need for bulky
clothing that gets in the way.
The M12 heated jackets and hoodies
have durable carbon fiber heating
elements woven between the exterior
material and the thermal insulating
liners. Powered by M12 RedLithium
batteries in 12- or 18-V configurations,
the heating elements create,
distribute and trap heat around the
core of the body, allowing welders to
perform their tasks in any weather –
and stay warm doing it. Users can
choose between high, medium and
low heat settings by pushing an
inconspicuous button on the front of
the jacket.
The 2016 heated gear line, which was
recently announced by the company,
is being touted as Milwaukee Tool’s
most significant redesign of the
heated gear to date. Patrick Lueck,
product manager, says the biggest
changes include the use of new
polyester materials in the jackets,
mobility enhancement, reinforced
pockets, and an improved fit and cut
across all products.

For a closer look at Milwaukee Tool’s heated gear, check out this video.

Lueck says the company focus has
always been on designing and

The M12 heated jacket from
Milwaukee Tool features carbon
fiber heating elements, which are
battery powered, that adjust to
three temperature settings.

developing work gear that provides
the best balance of performance,
durability and comfort for better
jobsite productivity.
“This year we re-engineered the line
using custom developed materials
and construction methods,” Lueck
says, “paired with advanced heating
technology. Every product in the line
delivers drastically improved levels of
performance, durability and utility.”
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Lueck continues to say that Milwaukee
gets feedback about the needs of
welders and caters to those needs.

The integrated battery pocket is now
accessible from the outside of the
jacket. For a welder with an eighthour workday, the jacket is ideal as
the batteries are built to last up to
eight hours per charge, distributing
heat across the back, chest and in the
pockets.

“We log hundreds of hours on the
jobsite,” he explains. “We interact
with users on a daily basis to learn
about their frustrations and ideas.
This not only inspires real innovation,
but drives us to develop solutions
professionals truly want and need to
perform their job productively.”

UPGRADED JACKETS
AND HOODIES
Heavy-duty M12 heated jackets have
been rebooted to increase durability
and versatility on the jobsite. Notably,
the company is now using a material
called ToughShell stretch polyester in
the jackets, which is supposed to last
five times longer than “other soft shell
jackets.” The material also provides
wind and water resistance and is
abrasion resistant.
Milwaukee is also using FreeFlex
Mobility Gussets for improved
mobility and offers improved cut and
fit with adjustable cuffs and waist and
a drop tail extended back. The jackets
are available in black, gray and red
with gray side panels.

For total protection in harsh
environments, the M12 three-inone option from Milwaukee Tool
brings thermal protection as well
as battery-powered (up to eight
hours) heating elements.

Not all welders need the level of
support offered by Milwaukee’s
jackets. Many gravitate to the M12
heated hoodies to find the durability
their job calls for. And those familiar
with the Milwaukee’s heated gear will
discover that the hoodies feature an
all-new cut.
The front pocket edges have been
reinforced to protect from fraying and
tearing. The waffle-weave thermal
liner and battery-powered heating
elements keep the torso and head
warm for up to six hours. Furthermore,
the hoodies have a fitted hood design
for wear under a hardhat. Colors
include red, black and gray.

THREE FOR ONE
For a solution that combines the
hoodie and jacket, the welding
community can look into Milwaukee’s

three-in-one system that pairs the
hoodie with a tough outer shell made
from a wind- and water-resistant
material called GridIron 900 Ripstop
Polyester.
The new material is built to come out
unscathed even after being subjected
to harsh conditions as it is abrasion
and tear resistant. Yet the material

The M12 heated hoodie
from Milwaukee Tool offers
excellent comfort in the
fall and spring, and can
be worn under heavier
clothing when the weather
becomes more drastic.
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For a welder with an eight-hour work day,
the heated gear is ideal as its batteries
are built to last up to eight hours per
charge, distributing heat across the back,
chest and in the pockets.
is also less rigid than many other
wind- and water-resistant materials,
allowing for better mobility. The
system also features FreeFlex
Mobility Gussets for improved
mobility and an improved cut
and fit.
The black M12 three-in-one system
includes the outer shell, the inner
layer, which includes the heating
elements, a thermal fleece liner,
and the hoodie. The hoodie has the
classic hoodie design with a durable
but lightweight mid-layer, heating
elements and a waffle weave
thermal liner.

Most men’s jackets and hoodies come
in sizes small through 3XL. Women’s
come in sizes small through 2XL.
While welding is increasingly
transitioning to an automated
process, there will always be a need
for a skilled laborer to handle a variety
welding jobs, many of which are
outdoors where the welder is exposed
to the elements. A comfortable
welder is a more efficient welder,
which is why heated gear that can
stand up to harsh environments has a
place in this industry.
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